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MEDIA RELEASE

OWNER/OPERATORS OF ABHORRENT PUPPY
FACTORY SENTENCED TO PAY $185,000 IN
FINES PLUS ALL COURT COSTS
Bendigo, Victoria 24 September, 2015: Intensive breeding establishment owners and operators John
Peace, Phyllis Peace, Dean Peace and their company JB & PW Peace Pty Ltd., were today convicted
of all charges brought by RSPCA Victoria resulting in a total of $185,000 in fines to be paid to the
Courts and costs of $67,130 to be paid to the RSPCA.
In addition, the maximum 10-year banning order from owning or being in charge of an animal was
imposed on each of the individuals and the Company with an exception by the court that Dean
Peace would be allowed to own and be in charge of two de-sexed working dogs.
The RSPCA’s submission was that this family should not be allowed to own or be in charge of any
dogs and it stands firm on that decision.
“We do think that the fines of $185,000 handed down to the Peace family today gives a strong
message to the community, and whilst we are disappointed to see that they were able to keep two
working dogs, we have to respect the magistrates decision,” says Allie Jalbert, Inspectorate
Manager, RSPCA Victoria. “Our job now is to be there to enforce the terms of the ten-year banning
orders and to ensure that the two dogs are being looked after. If there is any sign that they are
not, we will take strong action.”
RSPCA Victoria wants to see the strongest sentences possible to send the message to the community
that this appalling and illegal activity is not allowed and would not be tolerated.
“The community has the strongest voice in refusing to buy dogs or puppies from online sources,
newspapers or pet shops and we rely on the community to help us to send the message that Puppy
Factories will not be tolerated.”
“This case has brought to light the hidden suffering of dogs in these facilities but this is the tip of
the iceberg,” Jalbert says adding that RSPCA Victoria is currently in the midst of investigating other
intensive breeding establishments “so there will be other cases like this before the courts in the
near future.”
The animals rescued from this puppy factory are now leading happy and healthy lives after being
rescued and rehabilitated by the experts at RSPCA Victoria.
NOTES:
Breakdown of fines:






John Barry Peace - $60,000
Phyllis Peace - $60,000
Dean Peace - $25,000
J.B. & P.W. Peace Pty Ltd - $40,000

The 240 charges brought included:









Confinement to rusty wire cages
Living amongst their own filth
Little to minimal medical care
Little to no food and water
Underweight animals
Severe matting of animal coats
Skin disorders

The initial investigation at the property took place in 2013 and was led by RSPCA inspectors, with a
team of veterinarians and animal carers. The full range of charges have been published at:
rspcavic.org/justiceforpuppies
Information about the sentencing, including a video, will be uploaded to
rspcavic.org/puppyfactoryshutdown later today.
ENDS.

For all the latest RSPCA Victoria news, visit www.rspcavic.org.au or follow RSPCA Australia on Facebook <
https://www.facebook.com/RSPCA.Victoria> and Twitter <@RSPCAVIC>
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